ATHLETIC FIELD FOR WOMEN IS URGED IN PETITION TO STATE

I. W. A. A. IN BROADWAY WOMEN'S ATHLETIC BOARD HELD IN BOSTON

AN APPROPRIATION AS ASKED

Then Needed for Hockey, Baseball, and All Outdoor Sports, It is Industrial: Signatures Will Be Taken From All Who Are Interested, Says Jane Speirs

A petition for a state appropriation is being framed by a group of Iowa Women's Athletic Association workers backed by athletic board for women, whose members are Marion E. Lynn, acting head of the department of physical education, Evelyn Sibley, Ann Auer, dean of women, and Prof. Ruth A. Johnson, head of the department of home economics.

The petition when drawn up will be circulated to secure signatures of all university women interested in the establishment of the needed new field for women. After receiving the petition it will be presented to President Walter A. Jessup, who will bring it up before the board of trustees next session for consideration.

The need for the field is varied, as a course in women's physical education is required with no appropriations whatsoever for outdoor work for women, and Miss Lynn yesterday, "All required courses in boxing and tennis must be played on the Iowa field and on the summer courts, subject to obligations to ac-

accommodate as many as possible without special arrangements. The summer course in coars is free; hair for a free admission absolutely prohibits the carrying out of the usual schedule of students. The existing course is nearly full."

The women of the school and elementary school children.

A number of Fifty-five stores and shops and some of the leading commercial houses have been gathered by the petition.

"We are unable to find the space needed.

The program will be read before the University women summer season students are Jane Speirs, Prof. Carl E. Bank, and Ruth Edith Speirs. Swimming courses at the university's gymnasium will continue throughout the second session the coming year to the first session of summer school. In-

The weather at the time of the University women's gymnasium will be open. Swimming will be possible for swimming pool only when the pool is open in summer. In-

A swimming meet will be planned for the elementary and high school children at the close of the second ses-

The meeting will be held in the city of the natural science building. Approximately 200 persons were present at the meeting.

THIRTY-SEVEN PASS OFF SWIMMING TESTS

Swimming Meet For Elementary School Children Planned For Last Week in August

Seventy-four per cent of the University women's swimming examinations class for the women's gymnasium have passed for the summer sessions classes and a total of 70, swimming instructors. Out of the 500 girls who took the thirty-seven passes.

A still stronger record is held by the high school and elementary school children. Out of a number of Fifty-five stores and shops and some of the leading commercial houses have been gathered by the petition.
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THE DAILY IOWAN

How are you this morning?

THE IOWAN ALUMNI

As we go

With this issue of The Iowan, we bid you farewell. There will be no Iowan published during the second session of the summer school. This is the last until the opening of the fall term.

The management of The Iowan takes this opportunity to thank those who have helped to make this a better paper—the members of the faculty who have given their time and patience in dealing with beginning reporters, the merchants of Iowa City who have given their support to make the paper a success.

The Iowan has to give to the subscribers, primarily, a fair paper. It has been unbiased in its news stories and in its editorial columns; a paper which was the organ of the students and which represented them, and a paper as free as possible from errors. You are the judge of how well we have succeeded.

In passing, the present management has but one thing to urge: that the whole-hearted support of the student body towards the Daily Iowan in the future.

If the Iowan is not a good paper, it is only the interest and the support of the students which can make it better. It is the organ of the students; it is published by them and for them; any work of the University who has a constructive criticism or an honest suggestion concerning the activities of the University will receive due attention from The Iowan, for its purpose is to serve as the voice of the students.

Moreover, The Iowan depends upon the students; without their support, it is nothing. As one of the activities of greatest importance on the campus, one which serves more than any other to unify and bring together the different elements in the University, one which supports worthwhile innovations, which represents more fully than any other the student life of the campus, The Iowan is deserving of your support.

THE IOWAN ALUMNI

Today a part of the student body will receive degrees from the University. For many this means that their school days are at an end. Shortly they will pass on as a part of that great family entitled to all parts of the state and the nation—our alumni. Friendships formed during years of work and play on campus will inevitably be weakened by time and separation.

In the "Iowan Alumni" the University has provided a means whereby the graduate may be kept in touch with life on the campus, and the dignity and achievements of his classmates. It will tell of class reunions and homecomings, of changes on the faculty, and of the growth of the University. The "Alumnus" is not a magazine published for private benefit. It is a record gathered from the corners of the earth in the interests of Iowans and women who wish to continue the old associations of college days. Its services are limited only by the amount of support Iowa students and graduates give it.

Next school year it will be published monthly from November to June, inclusive. Until the first of August the subscription rate will be one dollar. From then on until the beginning of the fall semester it will be one dollar and a half. Constantly increasing cost of publication may then make it necessary to charge two dollars.

Practically every senior intends to subscribe to the "Alumnus" but many put it off until it is in the activity of graduation it is forgotten. Stop at the "Alumnus" office on the second floor of the Old Capital building next time you cross the campus, and the matter will be settled. Subscribing to the "Alumnus" is only doing yourself a favor.

DRAMATIC WORKS AND POETRY LEAD AMONG NEW BOOKS

The French student or rather the near French student is still delighted in the English translation of Molier's dramatic works, on the shelf of new books for this week. The translation is by H. Van Laun, and is in six volumes, covering practically all of the plays of Molier. Richard Bransly Sheridan also has three volumes of dramatic works in the new book list this week. Another play in that of William Watson, "Herald of the Dawn.

Five volumes of poetry are all that are granted to the readers this week. They are Southey's "Joan of Arc;" "Parnass of American Patriotism," by Rapier; "The Muse in Exile," by William Watson; "Mythic Lyrics," by Michael Field; and a book of Mabel Poole's poetry.

The Dillon or savvies for this week are: "Furtika," by Rawlinson; "The Rose," by Peter Conrad; and "The Laughter of Peterkin," by Fiona MacPhail.

As usual, biographical and historical books fill a large share of the shelves. Among the new volumes are: two volumes of "Memories of Wordsworth;" "Robert Burns and Mrs. Dunlop," by William Wallace; "Recent and Living Scottish Poets," by Macleod; "The Book of Daniel Drew," by Nathan C. of "Rufus, His Life Work, and Times," by Emilie Michel; two biographies of Thomas Jefferson, by different authors; "Life of General Albert Sidney Johnston;" "Negro Troops in the Rebellion," by W. William; "Incidents of the Civil War;" "History of Western Massachusetts;" Holland; two volumes from "The Story of the Nations" on the history of Rome and other of the empires of Alexander. Other interesting books are: "The Rise of Methodism in the West;" "Wandering by Rail," by W. F. Bell; and "Residencies of a Grocer's Son of the Last Century."

Bruce E. Mahan, assistant instructor in political science in the summer session, has as his guest his brother, Frank, of St. Joseph, Mo., Emerson Cooper, B. A. '18, Sigma Nu, of St. Anthony, Iowa, was a visitor in Iowa City Saturday.

ONE ACT PLAYS DELIGHT MANY

Performance given on attractive out of doors stage in campus oval.

Summer session students thoroughly enjoyed the series of entertainments given by the educational dramatics club under the direction of Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt, as was shown by the attendance Saturday evening. Plays of Charles were played for 300 and a great many stood during the entire program. The out door stage was exceedingly attractive. "The Glass Case," a morality piece by William E. Yeats, was well interpreted. Miss Anne Hooper took the leading part. The students, Misses Pern and Faun Wood, reflected the teaching of their master, Wiseman, while Berene Raffety was the obedient wife. "Will of the Wisp," by Doris Holman, reflected the superstition of the people of long ago. Mrs. Elena Mosfet as Country Woman and Beatrice Raffety gave the atmosphere of the evil that would come at the end of the play. Anne Rummelhardt, the poet's wife, and Ors Holt, the maid, succeeded in carrying out the idea of superstition. "Six Who Pass While the Lotus Blooms," by Stuart Walker, is a delightfully entertaining play and gave the needed touch of humor to the play's singing's recital. Mrs. Josephine Hunt was the life of the play. The repartee, wit, and unexpected happenings that preceded the almost truthful description of the court were the compositions of the playwright. Campbell was the quizzing, and Rutherford by Haskell, and Alman Better, was a man of few words and enjoyed the series of charmingly the world are a poem of beauty and Friends formed during years of work and play on campus will be inevitably weakened by time and separation.

In the "Iowan Alumni" the University has provided a means whereby the graduate may be kept in touch with life on the campus, and the dignity and achievements of his classmates. It will tell of class reunions and homecomings, of changes on the faculty, and of the growth of the University. The "Alumnus" is not a magazine published for private benefit. It is a record gathered from the corners of the earth in the interests of Iowans and women who wish to continue the old associations of college days. Its services are limited only by the amount of support Iowa students and graduates give it.

Next school year it will be published monthly from November to June, inclusive. Until the first of August the subscription rate will be one dollar. From then on until the beginning of the fall semester it will be one dollar and a half. Constantly increasing cost of publication may then make it necessary to charge two dollars.

Practically every senior intends to subscribe to the "Alumnus" but many put it off until it is in the activity of graduation it is forgotten. Stop at the "Alumnus" office on the second floor of the Old Capital building next time you cross the campus, and the matter will be settled. Subscribing to the "Alumnus" is only doing yourself a favor.

ON EVERY OUTING

Kodak

and let us finish your pictures when you return.

Henry Louis

The Recall and Kodak Store
124 E. College St.

WHY WORRY about it yourself? Let us worry about it for you.

CARS WASHED

Any Make. First Class
Job or Your Money Back

PRICE $2.00

Burkett-Gartner Motor Co.